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lincoln Fans Blemish Basketball Title Bid
It was a rough, tough night for the
Miners' fans who went to see the
basketball game against the Lincoln
University Tigers . More than a dozen
fa ns were injured in a melee following
the Miners' 88-74 victory over . the ,
Tigers Thursday night , December 7th .
The disturbance began towards the
end of the game. Several Lincoln fans
became irate over the calls being made
by the referees. The fans stormed from
the bleacher seats onto the floor. The
game was delayed until the court was
cleared. The fl are-ups continued until
the end of the game , In one instance, a
cha ir was flung by one of the Lincoln
fans na rrowly missing one of the
University policemen,
The outbreak seemed to quiet down
as the fans from both sides began
leaving the Multi-Purpose Building,
Then suddenly everything broke loose,

Fights began in small groups at the
west end of the court. The disorder
spread into the lobby, then to the front
of the building, and fin ally into the
parking lot.
In the lobby arguments and fist fights
were going on. Soon trash cans bega n to
fly through the air. One of the
Uni versity policemen was struck on the
head and momentarily stunned by one
of the flying cans. Witnesses report
unsuccessful attempts to smash the
glass of the lobby's trophy cases,
Outside the ruckus continued. Fist
fights broke out sporadically, In the
parking lot bands of marauding Lincoln
fans assaulted individuals who were in
their automobiles.
Many Lincoln fans grabbed pieces of
firewood from the back of a pick-up
truck in the parking lot. They used the

wood as clubs striking people and
s mashing a utomob ile windshields .
Officer Richard Smith of the University
Police was struck in the head with a log
and was knocked unconscious.
Witnesses report seeing lengths of
chain being swung during the melee.
One Miner fa n took a belt away from a
Lincoln fan. Several Miners reported
being threatened by a black who said he
had a revolver in his coat pocket.
P la inclothes hig hway patrolmen
assis ted the Un iversity Police in
quelling the melee. The Rolla police
were called for assistance but were
deta ined by a train passing through
town , The major role in restoring order
was done by the University Police .
The cause of the outbreak of violence
has not been determined , Reports of a
black woman plllling hair of a Miner

u~rMissouri

fan may have helped ignite it. No
serious injuries were reported.
MIAA officials, University officials,
and University Police are investigating
the incident. A meeting of University
officials was held Friday, December 8,
to determine what actions should be
taken. UMR police Chief, Kelly Gibbons , said, "We are considering
possible criminal charges," Charges
may be placed against individuals or
against Lincoln University itself.
UMR Athletic Director, Billy Key,
said that he could not condone the
fighting nor the damage that was done,
He said that we need to take steps to
improve relations with Lincoln and that
solutions to the problems should be
found. If we do not find the solutions
and things like this continue, we will
have to stop all competition with Lincoln ,
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Ratchford Outlines Campus Goals In "Role A~d . Scope"
University of Missouri President C,
University will be comprehensive, but
Brice Ratchford last Saturday released
no single campus will be,"
The document does not assign docplans for the long-range academic
toral programs to a specific campus ,
development of the four campuses at
Rather, it specifies that a campus
Columbia, Kansas City, Rolla and St.
"shall' participate or "may" parLouis and the University-wide units,
,President Ratchford said he will
ticipate in a particular doctoral
present the codument, which is a major
program ,
step in the University's institutional
The mechanics of implementing and
reappraisal begun almost two years
operat,ing the doctoral programs will be
ago , to the Board of Curators for conthe responsibility of vaious faculty and
sideration at the January 19, 1973
administrative groups.
meeting of the Board in st. Louis.
In drafting the role and scope portion
- With concepts for developing and of the document, President Ratchford
operating multi-campus. universities said careful consideration was given to
still emerging , Ratchford said the suggestions from numerous sources,
University must find ways to build the He originally had released a tentative,
highest possible quality in its working version of role and scope a
educational programs while at the year ago which caused much discussion
same time obtaining maximum ef- throughout the University and the
ficiency in ' the use of available State,
resources,
"Since the release of that tentative,
"I believe the document which now draft version of the role and scope
has been prepared is a major step document , I hilve received enormous
toward those goals," President Rat- input from hundreds 'of faculty and
chford said,
from all corners of the University
Entitled " The University of community and people from throughout
Missouri: Its Future," the document Missouri and other states," he said in a
contains new sections on 0 ) the message accompanying the document
operation of doct6ral programs, )2) to faculty . " Committees , councils ,
role and scope , which describes departments , individual faculty
generally the educational mission of members, students, alumni and other
each of the campuses and assigns University friends all have provided me
academic program areas to each with a wealth of material.
campus , along with a description of the
"While it has not been possible or
degree level to which the campus even advisable for me to try and
"shall" 'or "may" participate, and (3 ) respond in every instance, I want you to
instructions to tlie campuses for _ be certain that these suggestions have
preparing detailed campus academic been generally helpful," he said ,
plans by November 1, 1973, so they can
President Ratchford noted tha t,
be integrated into a total University under the new role and scope section,
academic plan by January 15, 1974.
program assignments to the individual
In the area of doctoral programs, the campuses range from optional to
docum ent spells out that " the mandator y a t various educa tional
University of Missouri will offer as levels. This provides the campuses, he
Univers ity degrees , though the said, with latitude in developing their
Un ivers ity Do ctoral Faculty , the aca demic pla ns and determining
Doctor of Philosophy, the Doctor of priorities fo their programs . It will also
Education, the Doctor of Musical Arts , allow the campuses many options in
and the Doctor of Engineering."
developing program interrelationships
The document designates each of the which they hope to establish,
campuses as participants in some
doctoral programs and follows the longIn his message to the faculty which
standing policy that "The University of accompanied the document distributed
Missouri is a single institution with four to them , he said:
campuses, each of which is a com"The success or failure of the plan
ponent of the whole," and that "the depends largely upon the enthusiasm

and determination of those at the
University who must carry out its intent. The implementation of the plan
specifically and deliberately is
dependent upon faculty involvement at
every level. Certainly, th e ad-

ministration is reaay to cooperate in
any manner that it can, I am, therefore,
calling on each and everyone of you to
approach this matter with an attitude
that together we can improve the
quality of education at the University of
Missouri."

Baker Lends Support
To Ro~ e and Scope Plan
Chancellor Merl Baker expressed his
complete support of the new Role and
Scope statement released by University
President C. Brice Ratchford,
"I am confident tha t the Rolla
Campus . can now move ahead in its
continuing pursuit of excellence within
th e a cademic poann ing guidelines
which have be esta blished, " the
Chancellor said, "Obviously, every
effort has been made in the proposal to
provide the amximum in campus
flexibility , while still moving toward
the one university, four compus concept. "
The Role and Scope document gives
the following mission to the UMR
campus:
The main thrust of this campus will
be engineering and science-technology,
An arts and science program must
complement the engineering program
and provide an opportunity for a
baccalaureate degree in arts _ and
science . Consideration should also be
gi ven in th e Campus P lan to
establishing se lected tec hnological
prog ra ms. UMR will have th e
University 's only program in mines and
metallurgy.
The first subject area covered by the
Ro le and Scope section concerns
engineering, The plan is based on the
assumption that the declining
engineering enrollemnt trend soon will
be reversed . If the first-year
enrollemnts do not begin to increase
soon at the entry years , the plan will be
sharply revised . The plan describes
UMR's role in engineering as follows:
, UMR will have a comprehensive
program of engineering and mines and
metallurgy from the undergraduate
through the doctoral levels. It shall

serve as a partiCipant campus fordoctoral program s in mines and
metallrgy and in those engineering
fields not in operation on the Columbia
campus and may serve as a participant
campus in all other doctoral programs
in engineering with UMC. Within this
assignment,- the Campus plan should
ca ll for combinations of existing
programs which make
sense
academically and which create efficienc y.
UMR shall continue the graduate
engineering program in St. Louis in
cooperation with the St, Louis campus
and shall offer degrees, where enrollments will justify each offering, The
word "cooperation" should be interpreted literally, with UMSL and
UMKC having a full voice in planning
the programs and in offering as much
of the course work as possible.
In other subject areas , UMR's role is
outlined. In general , the number of
programs and degrees offered have not
been altered. In Physics and Geology
UMR will offer the BS, MS, and PhD
degrees , In the areas of Chemistry,
Computer Science, and Math degrees of
BS AND MS will be offered and the
campus may offer PhD degrees. In the
fie lds of Psychology, Sociology ,
Economics , History , English and
Engineering Management UMR shall
offer the baccalaureate degree. In
addition, the campus may offer MS
degrees in Psychology and English.
The BS degree may be offered in
Philosophy.
In order to augment a liberal
education UMR will offer courses in
Biology , . Speech, Anthropolog y,
Journalism , Political Science, Foreign
Languages , Theatre, and Music.
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Christmas Concert
Presented Tonight
Something different is in store
for the audience attending the
concert presented by the
University of Missouri-Rolla
Brass Choir and Chamber
Singers today .
First half of the program
features a group of 12 mixed
brass-wind instruments. They
will play "A Christmas Suite, "
a contemporary arrangement
of six carols by Leroy Anderson;
" Introduction ' and
Allegro" by Robert Beadell,
and "0 Jesu Christ, Mein's
Lebens Licht" by Johann
Sebastion Bach.
Following the intermission
will be a performance by the
Chamber Singers of " Birds of a
Feather" by Jean Berger. This
is a musical dramatization

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER
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based on the poem "Similar
Cases" by Charlotte Perkins S.
Gilman.
According to Joel Kramme,
instructor of music and director
of both groups , "The chief
purpose of 'Birds of a Feather'
is to convey the final thoughthope for the nature of
humankind. The participants
are involved in rendering a
concept rather than a story. We
have tried to make the playas
relevant as possible to the UMR
campus."
The Chamber Singers will be
accompanied by two flutes, two
trumpets, string bass, drums,
clarinet, piano and organ.
The concert begins at 8 p.m.
in the Student Union Ballroom
and there is no charge. The
public is invited to attend.

Craig Fadem
Blue Key 's Miner of the
Month for November is Craig
Fadem from Alpha Epsilon Pi.
Craig was nominated by the
IFC for the outstanding jobs he
has done with the IFC Sing, the
fraternity display on University
Day and his efforts to combine
all twenty fraternities and three
eating clubs into a Coop
Steward's Committee.
Craig served as the Master of
Ceremonies at the IFC Sing and

Pikers Collect Money
lor Janet Ousley Cause
The members of Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity collected
$285.00 in the below freezing
temperatures Saturday to help
the Janet Ousley cause. Janet,
at the University of MissouriColumbia Medical Center, is
somewhat improved having
recently undergone a second
brain operation.

The PiKA's think of janet as
family as she is the granddaughter of one of their
fraternity cooks Mrs . Lois
Russow .
The Pikes joined the efforts of
many other groups including
the Rolla Eagles Lodge to help
Janet.

did a good job of organizing and
presenting all of the skits in the
sing. Hopefully his efforts with
the Seward's Committee will
prove fruitful and allow all
eating establishments to share
the benefits of large group
purchasing power . For these
reasons we feel that Craig
deserves the honor of being
Blue Key's Miner of the Month
for November.

Rabbi Shook To Speak
On Campus January 16
The
Department
of
Humanities, in cooperation with understanding of all religions in
the campus Wesley Foundation, the American way."
Rabbi Shook will talk in the
is pleased to announce the visit
of Rabbi Mark L. Shook of :st. Student Union on the evening of
Louis to the UMR campus on January 16 at 7:30 p.m. on the
January 16 and 17. Rabbi theme "Is Religion Native to
Shook 's visit is unaer the the Human Condition? " There
a uspices of the Jewish will be time for informal
Chautauqua Society which won discussion following the talk. He
the Freedom Foundation's 1958 will also be on campus during
George Washington Honor the morning of January 17 for
Medal Award "for its college the purpose of lecturing in
level program to explain selected classes in the
Judaism and promote better humanities .

AMER ICAN EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH CONSULTANTS
AREA DIRECTORS WANTED
2430 PENNSYLVANIA AVE .
NW WASHI NGTON . D .C. 20037

Mon . Fri.

ION TERMPAPERS

636 Bea con Sf. ( No . 60S )
Bos ton , Mass . 02215
617 · 536·9 700
Researc h material for

.

Term Papers, Reports, Theses.etc .
For Infor mat ion
plea se wr ite or ca ll

DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD
~~t\'~~~~~

Sat.

A 9 : 30 · 5: 30 (202) 781-451110 : 30
N ew & Used Discount
A
Paperbacks
E
E
R
Including
R
Compl ete Educational
C
C

I

Dining Room· Orders to go Open Daily 11 a.m.
Hwy. 63 So. Rolla. Mo. 364·1971 Closed Mnruf2v

BIG GENES

For.eign Car Sales, Service & Parts
Expert Repair
For Sale

Rese arch Mater ials

AMERICAN
EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
CONSULTANTS
DOWNTOWN
AUTO SALES
Call 364-8300 and
ask for
Ron
OR Howard
Strawhun
Riden
CLEAN USED CARS

DID!

RITZ

CRAFTS·HOBBIES· ARTISTS' SUPPLIES
} .
605 PINE STREET
" :~
~
PHONE 364·5581
V,: ~_.,--.,/ ~ ..... .ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401
• ": _ _.?

SHE

~It- ~(JUfl

'RJLa
. • •.

AND

PIZZA
ALEX

PIZZA
PALACE

17 STEAMING VARIETIES

SANDWICHES AND BEER
Hours (Open Daily)

DIAL 364-2669
From 4 p.m. Ta 2 a.m.
Seven Days A Week

FOR TAKEOUTS &
DELIVERY SERVICE

64 MGB, Red •••• ~ ......... ~ ............. 1045.00
63 MGB, Black •••••••••••••••••••••• 850.00
70 Fiat 850 ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 • • • 1195.00
364-5441

Hiway 63 S., Next to Tenco Pump Co.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

10% off
everything in the store

KENMARK
904 PINE
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University Blood Drive
Surpasses 400 Pint Quota
The second University Blood
Drive of this fall semester was
held this past week , Dec. 6 and
7, in the Student Union
Ballroom . The Drive was
considered a success as their
two-day quota of 400 pints of
blood was surpassed by approximately 10 pints.
One of the major reasons for
having these blood drives is that
they help support the 29 ,000 pint
per year necessity of the
Springfield Red Cross Blood
Center, which is only one of
fifth-nine centers across the
United States. The drive was

sponsored once again by UMR
student body and the Phelps
County Red Cross Division.
Volunteers from the !FC, ICC,
Alpha Phi Omega, and Student
Union Board assisted the Red
Cross personnel in handling the
donors. Approximately 190 pints
were given on Wednesday with
about 220 pints being donated on
Thursday afternoon.
A special 'note of thanks
should go to Charley McGinty
who was in charge of the Blood
Drive and to all those who
continue to give so that others
might live .

. .......

On~ of the over four hundred Miners who donated blood to the two day Red Cross Blood
Drive held December 6 and 7. 190 pints the first day and 225 the second surpassed the
quota of 400 un its of blood.
(Photo by Ray Blanc)

Assistantships Affected
By New University Change

UMR Secretaries found a new home in the recently
completed University Center. The cafeteria serving line
began serving last Monday morning.

University Center

Beginning Jan. I, all persons regarding interpretation 01
at the University of Missouri federal policies concerning the
holding research assistantship administration of grants and
appointments financed from contracts. Not only students at
federally sponsored grants and the University of Missouri but
contracts for research will be also those at other colleges and
paid under the University's universities throughout the
regular payroll system: rather nation are being affected by the
than under the scholarship and change.
fellowship system as in the past.
Stewart said anyone wanting
The change means that money
paid to these persons now will to question whether the income
be considered as salary or they receive from a research
wages and be subject to assistantship is subject to
withholding of federal and state withholding should contact the
income taxes and Social Internal Revenue Service. He
Security taxes according to said the matter will be between
Paul A. Stewart, University the individual and the IRS, not
director of accounting. The the University. Should the inchange is necessary, Stewart dividual receive a ruling from
said, because federal auditing the IRS that the income is not
agencies and federal granting subject to withholding , steps
agencies have raised question~ will be available to reCover

funds withheld and prevent
future withholdings.
Practically all of those affected by the new procedures
are graduate students holding
less than full-time research
assistantship appointments
from federally sponsored
grants and contracts at the
University.
The President of the
Association
of Graduate
Students here at UMR, Henry
E. Berek, has come out in opposition to this proposal. He has
stated that this would imply an
approximate 15 to 20 per cent
paycut for around 60 to 70 per
cent of our graduate students .
He feels this action would be an
unnecessary financial burden
on graduate students and feels
that their tax exemption should
not be removed.

Begins Service
Students who have been
paying for the new University
Center in their fees for awhile
were not disappointed Monday,
December 11. Monday was the
opening of the new center to the
student body.
The partially furnished
center's cafeteria and candy
counter were in operation along
with various lounges on both
floors. A tour of the building
shows a lot of floor space that
should be filled by the beginning
of next semester. A case in point
is the billiard room where
eventually sixteen billiard
tables and two snooker tables
will be available.
The hours of the new facilities
are 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, and
till 12':00 midnight on Friday
and Saturday nights.

TERM PAPERS
Se nd for your descriptive. up-to-date, .
I 28·page, mait order catatog of 2,300
quality term papers. Enclose $1.00 to
cover postage and han dling.
WE ALSO WRITE
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS.

Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.
519 GLENROCK AVE ., SUITE 203
LOS ANGElES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
" We need a local salesmo

Many students expressed that
the University Center had a
different atmosphere than the
"old Union." Coffee drinkers
proba bly foUnd their cQffee cups
bigger but their view hindered
by shades and room dividers.
The lounges on the second floor
with their assorted easy chairs
and couches found many Miners
already taking advantage of the
restful surroundings.
Most activities will be held in
the new University Center. The
Student Union Board movies on
Sunday nights will be held in the
second floor auditorium. The
offices of the Student Union
Board and of the Student
Council will move to the new
building. Also many student
organizations will now have
their offices in the Student
Activity Roo.

It's a sundia I ... it's a dance area! No, it's super platform! The large, circular concrete
area in front of the Student Union will be used as a platform. Future plans for the area
have not been decided.
(Photo by Blanc)

KING'S CHOICE
SANDWICH SHOP
YOUR CAMPUS GROCERY

ESTEY JEWEI!RY
The Finest In Diamonds
And Jewelry
U.M.R. Class Rings
715 Pine St.

1009 Pine

364·6463

364·2142

Rolla, Mo.

.
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Yours-Theirs._- Ours

Ed'-tor'-al Op'-n'-on
Will Someone Please

Letters t.o the Editor

Show Hearnes the Exit

I.

a.
b.

Lam~uck

Governor Warren E. Hearnes has proven himself
deserv~ng of little I?raise after eight years as Missouri's top iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
executive. His last nunute appointments have numbered in the
hundreds-hundreds of people stragically placed to hamPer the
Editor of Missouri Miner,
To the Editor :
effectiveness of Governor-Elect Kit Bond's administration.
As members of Blue Key the printing of the Directory.
Being a member of that
Immediately following Bond's election, Hearnes called an
As stated, we can understand
National Honor Fraternity , we
" emergency session" of the Missouri General Assembly under money·snatching , anti-spirited, feel an explanation is due. In the reason for the article. After
the purposeful,guise of passing an emergency appropriation to the St. Pat's Board, I'd like to
view of the justly written all, even services should be
state's system of higher education. The Governor attempted to submit a letter of clarification ; editorial in the "Sensored" punctual. The fact that the
hoping
to
unfog
a
few
minds.
use the session to approve many lameduck appointments.
column of "The Miner" last Student Directory IS a service,
There are many on this
~st week H~rnes ~eappointed G. Fred Kling of Albany to the
week, we would first like to NOT subsidized by the school or
campus
that
do
not
realize
the
Uru,,:erslty of MISSOUri Board of Curators. The appointment was
apologize for the tardiness of the Student Council, and put out
work
done
by
an
elected
few
to
the first of three that will be made soon to fill the expiring terms of
this year's Student Directory. solely as a result of the work of
give
this
small
town
college,
t~ee curators . .We are not violently opposed to Kling's reapSecondly , we would like to Blue Key members should not
colleges.
The
distinction
among
pomtment, altho~gh a recent student poll at UMC showed 66 per
enter into consideration. The
explain why.
cent of those voting were not m favor of Kling serving another Board has not sought this
Due to recent federal anti- delay of distribution should be
recognition
by
putting
boobs
on
term.
pollution requirements, several the only point of note.
It is clear tha t the reappointment of Kling was a decision that snow men but by giving UMR
One last point we would like to
small paper producing mills
something
to
relate
with.
This
should have been made by Bond, not Hearnes. The same is true of
have been forced to close down clarify is that the blame for
"
something"
is
a
spring
the remaining two Board appointments. Kling's appointment
during the past year, rather mistakes of names and·or
must ~e approvedby the Senate. The Senate is in an embarassing semester party weekend
than forego the expense of in· addresses cannot be put on Blue
distinguished from all other
sltuatlO~ . ApprOVIng Kling's appointment is a pat on Hearnes'
stalling
equipemnt to reduce Key or Triad Printing because
back. DlSapprovmg the appointment is a slap in Kling's face even schools, and talked about across
their
stream
polluting effluents . that information is taken from a
though in their. 0l?inion, he may ~e the. best man for th~ job. the nation .
Consequently,
certain types of computer printout from the
In order to pull off this party
Hopefully a majority of Senators will realize that Hearnes' action
paper
stock,
being in high Registrar 's Office. If personal
weekend, the Board will work
was an attempt to promote his dying regime. Governor-Elect
demand, cannot be produced information in the Directory is
Bond has taken the task of filling the vacancies in the Board 200 days in preparation and
rapidly enough to meet the not correct, we suggest that a
another 50 putting the town
seriously. He has been personally checking out several people
requests. Triad Printing Cor· person check with the Registrar
who he thinks would make good curators. Lameduck Governor back together this year. It is
poration of Rolla, as well as to see if the school has the
work sending dozens of letters
Hearnes should give Bond the chance to appoint some of these
Blue Key, were victims of this correct listings.
to sweatshirt makers, hat
people. It is the ethical thing to do.
In summary, we hope that
paper shortage. Stock for the
designers, and button com·
One wonders if there is any ethics in politics.
Directory was ordered well in this article explains the
panies. The God-forbidden
advance of when it was needed, situation. In the future, at" Alice" has to be made, in·
but the result was that it arrived tempts will be made to alleviate
cluding the tub into which it
more than five weeks late. the problem .
goes
.
Thousands
of
invitations
There have been some hard feelings about proposed changes in
Members of Blue Key
Thus, the reason for the delay of
going to alumni, special guests,
the scheduling of final examinations in some class~ . For various
and
town
officials
are
designed
reasons many faculty members have scheduled their final
and printed. Campus sales,
examinations at times other than those originally announced.
town coordination, decorating,
While these new, usually earlier test dates have been a concleaning up , and actually
venience to many peol?le wanting to leave town early, they have
catering to 5,000 students, their
also worked a hardship on some students. Many students have
dates, and townspeople for
thought that if the instructor and-or a majority of students wanted
three days is what the Board
to fhange a test date it was perfectly legal to do so.
attains each year. However
"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK"
. This is not ~e case. While the procedure for changing test dates
these 3 days are stretched
IS not explamed m either the Manual of Information or the
BOX 70
PHONE: 364-1301
somehow into 30 weeks of
published Faculty Bylaws it is explained in a joint memorandum
ROLLA,
MO.
'
MARTIN
SPRING DR.
planning, and achieving the
Issued by Dudly Thompson, Dean of Faculties and Paul Ponder
most
memora ble
pa rty
'
Director of Student Services on October 24 1969
weekend of the year.
There is only ~ne )ustifiable reason for ' hol~g instruction,
The suggestion of someone
tests, and exammations at other than the time and place
begrudging the entirety of
designated in the published schedule of classes . The one
Good luck during finals, Miners,
almost one dollar in activity
justifiable reason is that the students involved initiate such a
fees toward a weekend of
request and that it enjoy UNANIMOUS agreement among all
and best wishes for a Merry Christmas
parades, concerts , games, and
students. Such a request must be put in writing, it must be signed
dances brings sadness to my
by every student, the instructor in charge of the class the
voice and a lump of pity creeps
department chairman, and the dean of the school.
'
and a Happy New Year. If you have any
into my throat. For who is there
It may seem unreasonable to require every student to approve a
that thrives to exist without
change in the scheduling of the final. This is the rule though.
fri ends or the want of sharing
Unanimous is interpreted as the approval of every student aclast minute Christmas shopping to do,
what happiness he can afford ?
cording to the officials concerned with making the rules. If the
rule is unreasonable it should be changed. Until it is changed it
should be enforced.
come in and see us. We have something
If your final has been changed and you're not happy with the '
Respectfully,
new time consult with the instructor involved, }'our department
Bill Yamnitz
for everyone on your lisl
chairman, or your dean. If you do not receive a satisfactory explanation check with the Student Council Bitch Committee or the
Missouri Miner Ombudsman. (341-2815) All complaints received
P .S. So get out and support your
by the Miner will be investigated and if necessary, documented in
Sl. Pat's Board.
the paper.
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lENO'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE

Classified
Help Wanted , parttime, af·
ternoo ns , local deli verychauffeurs license. Call 364·5488
or apply in person at 207 W. 8th .
The second st. Pa t 's Benefi t
movie will be J anuary 26. The
title of the movie is "Cotton.
Comes to Harlem ."
This is the final edition of the
Miner for the fall of 1972. The
first of the fifteen issues for the
sp rin g se mester wi ll be
published J anuary 17, 1972.
The Miner staff wishes you
and yours a mer ry Christmas
and a happy New Year.
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Our Man Hoppe

By ANDERSON and ELVEN
FINAL EXAM ... With semester finals starting on Friday, we felt
it was time to test your knowledge of some of the more important
events of the past three months. So this is opr final; approach with
caution. ~nd remember, this test may be hazardous to your mind.
MULTIPLE GUESS
1. The quadrangle resembles
a. O'Hare Airport with tower
b. Kansas City International Dragstrip with tower
c. A cement finisher's paradise with cement mountain
d. A giant HELP sign as seen from the sky with period
c. Other
2. KUMR is (in order of preferance, please)
a. Your station
b. His station
c. Anybody's station
d. Whose station?
e. Can't tell

Christmas Comes But Once A Year
America's chronic economic
ills were solved at last willi the
election in 1984 of President
Jeremiah Jingles. Me Jingles
ran on The Merry Christmas
Ticket.
His .platform consisted of but
a Single pledge: "If I am
elected, we will celebrate
Christmas every day!"
This platform was not only
politically appealing (for most
voters liked Christmas, all in
all), but it was economically
astute.

As Mr. Jingles pointed out in
his campaign speeches, for
generations Christmas spen3. A Lincoln Basketball game is fun because
ding had stimulated increased
a. Love makes the world go round
.
employment, soaring retail
b. Bullets are issued to the Traffic Safety Policemen
c. You might win an all expense paid trip to Phelps County sales and the use of vacant lots
for peddling Christmas trees.
Hospital
"But as jt is now, " he would
d. Without their kind of excitement where would our quiet
say frowning, "Santa Claus
conference be?
doesn't descend from his
e. Choose any and look over your shoulder
helicopter until the week before
Halloween. Why should we reap
4. The Student Council Referendwn was a success because
the benefits of Christmas solely
a. Fewer people got in the way of the voters
during the last fiscal quarter?
b. The votes were easy to count
c. Only 1400 people care where the student activity money goes Let's spread Yuletide joy
. d. The questions were clearly understood after being written in -throughout the year.
Idealists flocked to his banmud
ner. "What a wonderful world
e. Nobody cares about apathy
this will be," said one, "if the
spirit of peace and good will
5. The old Stud U. will be turned into
prevails year 'round." And
a. Hanger space for O'Hare Airport
clerics joined his cause in
b. A stockpile for recyclable zinc
droves.
c. Hallowed Halls of days of yore
"I can think of nothing more
d. Anything but something for the students
Christian, sir," a deacon in
Schenectady told him , "than to
6. Rolla is the only town in the world where
celegrate daily the birth of Our
a. They sing "I'm Dreaming of an Ice Christmas
Blessed Savior. "
b. They slip and slide instead of Rock and Rap
" Who? " said Mr. Jingles.
c. Ice blindness is considered an oecupationaJ hazard
"Oh, yes, Him, too."
d. Whoops!

7. Ratchford's Role and Scope is
a. Anaseptic mouthwash
b. A handshake instead of a kiss
c. Unknown , unloved and unwanted
8. Teacher evaluations are meaningful because
a. You've got nothing better to do
b. You always hurt the one you love
c. Statistics are fun to play with
d. You never have to say you're sorry
e. They are a classic lesson in bureaucracy

So Mr. Jingles was elected in
a landslide. Who will ever forget
his Inaugural Address that
snowy January afternoon ? "Ho,
ho , ho! May I wish you a merry
Christmas today, " he said,
"and tomorrow and Wednesday
and Thursday and ... "
What happy days those were!
Sftangers smiled warmly at
each other on the streets and
exchanged the universal
greeting: "Merry Christmas!"
The economy boomed. New
stores blossomed everywhere.
Factories hwnmed around the
clock. Hallmark stock hit 873Y.
on the Big Board. The
production of tea cozies, black
negligees and stuffed pandas
quadrupled.
By March, full employment
was not only a reality , but there
was labor shortage.
True, there were minor
problems. In April Congress
was forced to pass a law banning the sale of anything but
plastic Christmas trees . as the
demand for gift wrappings was
denuding the forests . And
during a June heat wave there
were numberous brown-outs
caused by the strain imposed by
both air conditioners and
Christmas lights.
But the first real crack in the
cherry facadedidn't .occur until

-SAVE UP TO 50%-

Speed Equip_
HOOK AUTO SUPPLY

Auto Parts & Acc_
513 Hiway 63S

Would you share

.,.

ANSWERS TO FINAL
Multiple Guess Answers
1. Whoever heard of a drags trip leading up to a mountain airport
with a towering paradise, anyway?
2. Tune in and find out.
~
3. Any of the above are unacceptable.
4. We didn't take time to find out the answer.
5. It's too far to walk .
6. It hurts too much to answer.
7. Answer will be released during Christmas vacation.
8. If computer cards were numbered in anything but
hexadecimal, it would help .
9. Bless you for your time.
False-True Answers
1. Only if they drink it.
2. They sound great by wireless.
3. Only if it's saccharine.
SCORING
If you scored, give yourself 500 points.
If you didn't, try again.
Have a Merry Christmas and a New Happy Year, too. That's all.

Rolla, Mo.

364-5252

7

•

Sure. Now there's no question about it. Because now malt liquor has a good
name. BUDWEISER. BUDWEISER Malt Liquor is lOO%-malt, malt liquor (no
other grains are added). This makes BUDWEISER the first malt liquor
that really is _ . _ malt'liquor.

TRUIES AND F Al1)IES
. 1. People like a bevy of heavies atSt. Pats.
2. Quicksilver Messenger is faster than Western Union
Telegram.
3. Easy makes you queasy.
(Answers subject to disCUSSion with a board rep)

.'

So it was that Congress met
on December 25, a day like any
other, and amid cries of "Bah,
humbug!" voted to impeach
President Jingles.
At the same time, they passed
a law decreeing that any person
caught wearing a red suit and
white beard in public on or
before December 15 would be
shot on sight.
And America has lived
sanely, if not happily, ever
after.

Better than SAE discount

9. Father Dollar is
a. A mother
b. A dirty old man
c. A snowball referee of wide fame
d. Subject to .inflation
e. The ghost of Christmas past
f. Other

.G

the Fourth of July. That was
when a husband in Scranton
hung himself with one of his 432
neckties. The note he left behind
said simply: "There wasn't one
I liked."
The following week, a
housewife in Elmira ran amok
and killed two neighbors with a
cleaver, shouting that she had
mistakenly sent them two
Christmas cards that day only
to discover they hadn't sent her
one for a week. !She was later
proved mistaken.)
By late November, the Nation
was nervous and jittery. Riots
broke out in department stores
whenever Bing Crosby's "White
Christmas" was played. And all
a warm greeting of "Merry
Christmas " was likely to get
you was a punch in the nose.

The first malt l-IqUor
good enough to be

called BUDWEISER,)
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Dear John ... Pass-Fail System Explained

Dear John,
As one of the many defenders
of dear old UM and R, I feel that
someone should be informed of
the outrageous conduct of not
only the Lincoln guys, at the
fight after the basketball game
but also that of the Miners.
As for the Lincoln guys, I
have only this to say; I love a
fair fight as much as the next
guy but I'll be damned if its fair
when four or five guys are on
one other guy. This wouldn't
have been the case if a bunch of
pussy Miners had come down
out of the stands and helped
their school mates out. Hell ,
most of the Miners sat up in the
stands yelling, "We're Number
1, We 're Number 1," while the
rest of us loyal stalwarts were
down on the floor getting out
butts kicked.
Sign Me, No Pussy
Dear No Pussy,
Even though I wasn't at the
basketball game, I'm sure there
must be some mistake. I can't
believe that some of our boys
couldn 't or wouldn't help out
their fellow miners. So to you
valiant few , (where was the St.
Pat's Board) I salute you.
Fightin' John
P .S. Hat's off to our campus
police who also distinguished
themsel ves on the fi eld of
battle. Who says they need
bullets ?
Dear John,
I've been checking around
and I've found out that a boy
named Kelly Gibbons who is on
your campus has been a bad boy
this year taking video-tape
movies of all the people at last
week's basketball game. As you
may know it is my duty to make
sure that all good boys get girls
and all bad boys get a one-way
ticket to Waynesville and 50
cents . My problem , John , is
this , do you consider Kelly a
naughty boy for taking movies
during the game before any
trouble even started or do you
believe he was just making
home movies or something ...
Santa
Dear Santa ,
..... and a pony and body
stocking with a girl in it and a
ticket to Luxembourg. Oh, yes,
you asked me about Kelly
Gibbons. Well , Santa you know
me. I was never one to fink on
another.
But in this case I'll make an
exception. I think that Kelly is a
fink ; a double fink if he was
taking those movies of the
basketball game for purposes
other than home movies . I kind
of think besides the trip to
Waynesville and the 50 cents ;
you also ought to send Kelly a
nice shiny FBI badge.
Santa's Helper
John
Dear John ,
I woUld like to thank the
Lincoln fans for a front page
story. At least we had one this
semester.
Mr. Editor
Dear Editor,
One what?
Egg-Sucking John
Dear John ,
Is it true that a chronosynclastic infundibulum exists
in the middle of the concrete

walkway that comes out the
back of the new math building,
and that if you walk through it
you wili be turned into a standing wave with end pOints in the
sun and Betelgeuse, cycling'
through Rolla once every fourth
Friday at 4:30 p.m ., in order to
take a physics test?' If so, could
this have something to do with
the decrease in enrollment ?
Just Wandering
Dear Just Wandering,- I
assume you refer to Kurt
Vonnegut's book, "The Sirens of
Titan , in which he discusses the
nature of infundibulums. In his
book though, nothing as terrible

as being in Rolla happens to any
of his characters, probably
because Vonnegut has never
heard of this place. If he had he
probably would have called it
The Sirens of Rolla, if you think
any of the girls at WRHA might
qualify as sirens in the Classical
sense of the word.
Seriously though, I think you
might have stumbled upon (or
into) something . Let me know if
you find out anything else.
Merry Christmas to all you
Miners and an extra special
Christmas to all you girl
miners.
Lonely John (364-2384)

Booster Club Supports Miners
The University of Missouri at
Rolla Booster Club is proud to
announce its new membership
roles. The Booster Club supports UMR athletics program
t h ro ug h
con tr i b u ti 0 ns ,
publiCity , a nd a good deal of
vocal support at the games.
This club sponsors an annual
program with dues at $10.00 per
year. Membership is open to
anyone willing to support UMR
athletics. Jack Atkins of United

Savings and Loan is President,
Vick Lomax of Kenmark is
Vice-President, and Jerry R.
Bayless of the Civil Engineering
Department is SecretaryTreasurer. Anyone interested in
joining can do so by getting in
contact with Jerry R. Bayless
through the Civil Engineering
Department.

TERM-PAPERS

train now for the
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Thinking about taking a course pass-fail next semester? There
have been a few changes in the regulations governing pass-fail
courses since last semester.
It is no longer permissable to change the grading option on a
pass-fail course after the semester begins, nor can you change a
regular course to pass-fail after' the semester begins:
You should also be aware that all instructors are aware of
which students are taking their courses pass-fail, especially if you
thing that such knowledge might affect that instructor's opinion of
whether you will pass or fail that course.
You can no longer take as many courses under the pass-fail
system tha t you could have before. Under the present rules the
only permissable courses are those that are listed for your
department in the new catalog as "free electives". Technical
electives do not count, social science or humanities electives do
not count; anything that is specidied as other than a free elective
is not eligible under the new system.
•
For many engineering students this means that you may take
on the sverage, from zero to six hours in your entire academic
career under the new pass-fail system here at VMR.
If you have any complaints about these revisions you should
consult with the general faculty. It has been under their
enlightened guidance that the original pass-fail system, as
proposed by the students, has been reduced to a joke.
While it may not be a very funny joke, many students have been
laughing on their way to transferto other colleges for this and
many other reasons.
The fear of meaningful change among the faculty, the lack of
leadership among the administration; these are all symptomatic
of basic illnesses at the University of Missouri-Rolla. We shall see
who has the last laugh.

L OCA L
SALESME N

: (w'itc":.7! ~7s~ Jone s)

for the Air Force ROTC 2 year program.
If you are a full time student .
in good academic standing, and phYSically
qualified to fly you can find a challenging position
in the Air Force

for more information, contact the
Department of Aerospace Studies
State land S~rvey Bldg. 341·4750
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Cagers Stun Tigers
The UMR Miners handily
beat the defending conference
champion, Lincoln University,
88-74, last Thursday night. The
game was quite a surprise to
come /:>ecause Lincoln was
returning four of their five
starters from last year and

seemed to have a bit of an edge
at the beginning of the game.
The Tigers never got a chance
to display this edge, however ,
and the Miners coasted to an
easy victory.
The Miners began the game
by taking a 14-4 lead over

John Williams led the team in scoring against Lincoln
despite being in foul trouble throughout much of the
second ha If _ .
.

Lincoln. They maintained this
lead throughout the game and it
was never less than eight
points.
UMR's offense showed a
great improvement compared
with the season opener . The
offense had a 51.7 field shooting
percentage and they handled
the ball well against a press
used by Lincoln . The offense
should also be credited with
getting the momentum turned
their way by hitting six of their
first seven shots.
The Miner defense also did a
good job by keeping the Lincoln
offense from penetrating to the
inside.
John Williams and Ken
Stalling shared the game's high
scoring honors with 'J:7 points
apiece. Williams sat out much
of the second half because of
fouls and did foul out with 41
seconds left in the game.
Tommy 'Noel played an important part in the game by
setting up shots for the Miners
and putting in 16 points himself.
Rich Peters had 15 points and
played a brilliant defensive
game. He blocked five Lincoln
shots and pulled down 12
rebounds .
Rodney LeGrand had only
three points, but he helped
immensely on offense by
breaking Lincoln 's press and
assisting on Miner field goals.
The Tigers only had two
players score in the double
figures. Clarence Gant, a 6-2
guard, was the teams high
scorer with 24 points. Shooting
from the outside, Gant made 66
per cent of his shots. Lincoln's
top returnee, Lamont Pruitt,
had 21 points.

Rich Peters drives to the basket in second half action
Thursday night in the game against Lincoln University_

Wrestlers Pin Evangel: 37· 9
Watts, Armstrong Down Foes

!"

If
W

In their first dual meet of the
season, Miner grapplers were
very impressive in a 37-9 win
over Evangel College at
Springfield.
Three Miners, Ken Burris,
Tim Underhill, and John
Nugent, won by falls. Burris,
wrestling at 177 pounds, won
quickest, pinning Hover at 1 :09
of the match. Nugent , at 134,
took Desanetis . at 7:30, and
Underhill pinned Hauck at 3: 10
in the 118 pound class.
Miners with decisions were
Rob Armstrong with a 6-2 win
over Pywell in 126, Mike Blackmore whipping Linkswiler 7-6 in
142 pound competition, Jim
Watts rolling up an 18-2 win over
Simmons in the 158 pound
weight class, and Jim Falkner
easily defeating Sasko 8-1 in the
heavyweight division. Steve
Ganz won by a forfeit at 190
pounds.
Only two Miners fell to
Evangel
grapplers.
Don
Williams was pinned by
Hanawalt at 4:40 in 150 pound
competition, and Kevin West
lost an 8-1 decision to Bittinger
in the 167 pound division.
With many of their wrestlers
from last year returning, the
Miners should be able to make a
good showing in conference
competition this year. And with
the impressive showings of
Burris and Falkner, the Miners
should have good depth as soon
as Kenton Hupp and Gary
~cAlpin work the football out of

their blood and regain their
"mat sense."
Kenton Hupp was an important man on last year's
Miner squad" wrestling in the

This Week's Special

at

r2~1ViI;i;flJ
is A

HAMBURGER DE LUX

177 pound weight class, and'
Gary McAlpin was allconference two years ago, but was sidelined last year because
of a football injury.
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Sell us our cans. We'll give you 1O¢ a pound (abo~t 1/2 cent a can)
for all Stag aluminum cans or anyone else's that you bring
to Stag recycling centers. Now, a brief pause for a commercial:
"when you want to chase a beer with a beer, start wi'th Stag."

STAG RECYCLING CENTER
DE LEO DISTRIBUTING, INC.
Highway P & Highway 19 - Cuba, Mo.
Open: Sat. 9 AM - Noon

C 1912 CARLING BREWING COMPANY, BELLEVILLl. ILL
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Swim Team Takes Second;
Two Qualify For Nationals
Over the weekend the UMR
swimming team journeyed to
Cape Girardeau for a double
dual meet Friday night against
Western Kentucky University
and Southeast Missouri State
University. Then on Saturday,
they participated in the relays
with the top tow teams, Central
Missouri State University and
the Univ. of Arkansas at Little
Rock. The results were: a
victory over Cape, a loss tc.
Western Kentucky, and a
second place finish behind
Western Kentucky in the relays.
Friday night the Miners
didn 't swim too outstanding.
Although they weren't expected
to beat Western Kentucky ,
which is a univerSity division
school, they thought they might
have dona little better . They
lost by the score of 64-49 and had
only four winners. Tom Wenger
was a triple winner as he won
the 200 free in 1 :35.5 and the 100
free in :51.2, both of which were
excell ent times. Tom a lso
teamed up with Larry Molina,
Jim West and Tim Blood for the
Miner 's victory in the 400 free
relay. Besides Larry Molina 's
win in the relay, he also won the
1,000 free, thus becoming a
double winner. The other first
place fi nish was a big one, for
not only did Ron Dutton win the
three-meter diving event, he
also quali fied for the NCAA
College Di visi on National
Championships in March of
next year. And this was just one
week after he qualified for the
one-me ter event in the
Na tionals. So Ron has already
had quite a season .
Second place finishers for the
Miners included : Bill Kroeger

in the 200 back, Larry Molina in
the 500 free, Bill Grieser in the
200 breast and Steve Peppers in
the three-meter diving.
At the same time the Miners
were swimming Western
Kentucky, they were also
swimming Cape. The result
from this meet was : UMR 69Ca pe 44. As could be expected, if
our swimmers beat those from
Western Kentucky , they also
probably beat those, from Cape.
Thus the above mentioned
winners in the meet with
Western
Kentucky
a lso
repeated against Cape. In
addition, there were several
other winners . The 400 medley
relay team of Kroeger, Blood ,
Phil Henry and Jim Entwistle
were victor ious with a time of
4:02.8. Phil Henry then came
back to win the 200 butterfly in
2:26.1, and was followed by a
first place finish by Bill Grieser
in the 200 breast. This victory by
Grieser and the second place
finish by Rich Dillon was the
deciding event in the meet.
Here the Miners took the lead
and the rest was just icing on
the cake.
Second place finishers in this
meet, in addition to Dillon , were
Bill Grieser in the 200 fly , Larry
Molina in the 1000 and 500 free
(he ha d bea t the Western
Kentucky man in the 1000) , Jim
E ntwistle in the 50 and 100 free,
Bill Kroeger in the 200 back and
Tim Blood in the 200 individual
medley.
On Saturday, a series of
relays were held, and the
Miners fini shed second to
Western Kentucky. The final
point standings were: Western
Kentucky 132, UMR 100, Cape
76, Warrensburg 72 and Univ. of

Arkansas-Little Rock 72. Going
through the indiv idual events,
Western Kentucky won all but
the diving . The UMR results are
as follows: 400 medley-third, 200
free-second, 300 back-third, 300
breast-second, 800 free-second,
300 individua l-second, 300. flythird , 200 medley-fourth , 400
free-second , three meter divingfirst , and one mter divingfourth. There are two main
things to note from this. First is
that Tim Blood qualified for
Nationals with a time of 1:03.2
in his third of the 300 breast
relay. Also the 400 free relay
tea m of We nger, Molina,
E nt wi stl e a nd Blood ca me
within three seconds of
qualifying for Nationals . So
they aren't far away.
The results from Saturday
were very pleasing , especially
when compa red to those from
Friday . It is a good sign. Mter a
not-so-Dutstanding showing the
team got up competitively and
really got going. When the
pressure was on, they came
thro ugh . It was a good
comeback , and showed them
what they could do when they
had to and when they really
wanted to .
The team now gets ready for a
trip to Florida and the Swimming Hall of Fame Forum in Ft.
Lauderdale. Here they will
participate in the East-West
meet , and hopefully several of
the UMR swimmers will be
chosen to help represent the
west team . They will depart for
this with a much better attitude
also. Don Steinnerd, a sprinter,
and J ack Belshe, a fly and
1M .
ma n, hoth are now
legally on the team , as a result
of a recent MlAA meeting.

Rich Peters Joins
1000 Point Club
La st Thursday evening
during the course of the exciting
basketball game with Lincoln,
action was stopped in the first
half to make a special announcement . Rich Peters
became the fifth player in
Miner basketball history to
score over 1,000 points in his
career . At the announcement,
Rich was given a well-<leserved
standin& ovation . Rich has

1010 points going into tonight's
game.
Still ahead of Rich are :
Randy Vessell wit}! 1063, Ralph
Farber with 1140, Jim Good
with li75, and up there on top is
John Sturm with 1181. So if Rich
keeps up his near-seventeen
point average, he will become
the all-time leading scorer in
the Jan. 15 home contest against
Northeast Missouri State.

Honeymilk - the quick energy charge
of pure, natural honey and the nutritious
value of cool, refreshing, low-fat milk
is here.
Honeymilk is nature's own
energy booster blended to
help you through those
sleepless all nighters and
the energy-sapping routine
of cram sessions.
Honeymilk with study
power - natural food for
thought.
Honeymilk is available at your local
grocery store .

DISTRIBUTED BY HILAND DAIRY

